Files will be demultiplexed/quantified against
the specified genome assembly.

Project name that could help to organize
and identify your files

Sample name to quantify all files as the
same sample

Select the file format of files. FASTQ and
HDF5 files are allowed. Alternatively, ENA
project ID can be also specified on the
“Import ENA project” menu.

Demultiplex if this option is selected, samples will be
demultiplexed with Alevin software. Demultiplexing is the
process by which FASTQ reads are assigned to their cell
of origin based on the sequence of their corresponding
molecular barcode. This process will result in the
quantification of gene expression for each input cell.

Upload FASTQ or HDF5 files clicking on the
'browse...' button and selecting the desired
files or doing a 'drag and drop' of your files
on the square

Sample name to quantify all files as
the same sample

Number of cells in the HDF5 file

Shows demultiplexing and alignment
statistics if FASTA files of ENA Project
Identifier is provided

Descriptive name of the analysis.
Results will be identified with this
name. Parameters of each analysis
can be queried on the “log” section.

Determines if genes/cells are filtered
prior the analysis using the following
methods:
- Gene expression mean/sd: filter
genes with the lower expression mean
or standard deviation.
- Seurat gene filtering: applies the
FindVariableFeatures function of
Seurat, seting mean.var.plot as
selection method.
- DropletUtils Cell filtering: applies the
emptyDrops function of the package
dropletutils.
- Maximum cells: sets the maximum
number of cells per sample which will
be represented.
Cell expression is projected on twodimensional plots. This projection is
performed by the application of the
following dimensional reduction
methods:
- Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
- Classical Multi Dimensional Scaling
(cMDS).
- Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
(NMF).
- t-distributed stochastic neighbor
embedding (t-SNE).
- Uniform Manifold Approximation and
Projection (UMAP).
- Zero Inflated Factor Analysis (ZIFA).

SingleCAnalyzer applies clustering
methods.It applies hierarchical
clustering (hclust), k-means, leiden
and PAM methods. They obtain up to
ten possible clustering configurations
per method. These methods can be
applied over the main components
calculated with PCA. You can also
configure the number of
desired/expected groups. With the
Auto option, SingleCAnalyzer will
determine the optimum number of
clusters for your dataset. Moreover,
you can also specify the distance
metric and the agglomeration method
for the hierarchical clustering.

SingleCAnalyzer allows the automatic
classification of Human and Mouse
cells. It is performed with the SingleR
package which performs a supervised
classification of cells based on
reference datasets. You can choose
which one of the training datasets will
be used for your cells.

Shows if the demultiplexing and
quantification have finished.
The icon gives access to
statistics, gene counts and
TPMs (Transcript Per Millions).

Shows if some dimensional reduction
and clustering processes have finished.
It redirects to the central visualization
which represents the dimensional
reduction and clustering of cells. (next
page)

Shows the quality
control graphs of the
quantified samples.

Shows if the differential
expression analysis (DE)
between groups has finished. It
will redirect to a table with all
the comparisons done and with
links to dynamic reports.

Groups selected by the user.
They can be added
automatically by clicking on a
star of the clusters or cell
classification results. A manual
modification is also possible
adding or removing groups with
“My Groups” controls or
changing the cell group with the
use of “Add to…” and “Remove
from groups” buttons.

Generates new scatter plots
which represent the expression
of two genes in each cell
Cells can be selected on the
graphs writing their identifier or
a text pattern.

Colors each point with a scale
color which represents the
expression of the selected
gene.

Points can be selected, or color
and shape attributes can be
changed based on clustering
results. Ten possible clustering
results were calculated with kmeans, PAM and hclust
methods and can be explored
clicking on the number.
Points can be selected, or color
and shape attributes can be
changed based on the cell
population prediction performed
by SingleR
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